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January 2021 Factor Performance Summary 
You and I are not the only ones who said good riddance to 2020: this year’s equity markets started 
off very differently from last year, both in returns and in their factor performance profile.  

In this report we examine our usual three ‘regions’: the US, Europe and Emerging Markets, and we 
added China and Australia to understand how factors performed in January 2021.  

In January: 
• All markets were tame compared to last year: S&P 500 up 3.7%, Russell 1000 down 40 basis 

points, MSCI Europe down 1.49% and the MSCI Emerging Markets index up 2.9% 
• In virtually all markets, with the notable exception of China, Growth underperformed while 

Value posted market-like returns or outperforming returns.  
• High Volatility and Small Cap stocks continued to outperform in most markets.  
• Value’s outperformance of Growth may be a sensitive indicator of inflationary pressure and a 

precursor to rising interest rates. 

In most of the world, with the exception of China, Value stocks and High Volatility stocks were flat or 
slightly up while Growth and Quality stocks underperformed between 30 and 70 bps. Small Caps and 
Momentum stocks posted a small outperformance.   

 
Figure 1: January 2021 Factor Performance for worldwide stocks on a country and sector adjusted basis. Source: Style Analytics.  
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US Equities  
Throughout most of 2020, Growth and Momentum were strong outperformers until late in the year 
when stimulatory policy and the promise of two highly effective vaccines led to a rotation away 
from Growth and toward Value. We simultaneously witnessed an anticipated outperformance by 
Small Cap and High Volatility stocks.  

In January 2021, US equities were flat overall, with Growth and Quality losing about 100 basis 
points while Small Caps, High Volatility and Momentum stocks gained almost that much. Value 
stocks showed no significant overall movement, and we continue to closely watch sub-factors like 
Book-to-Price and Cash Flow Yield for signs of resuming their outperformance in 2021. 

 
Figure 2: January 2021 US Factor Performance on a sector adjusted basis. Source: Style Analytics. 

One reason for this shift is inflationary pressure, which lifts Value stocks at the expense of Growth 
stocks. President Biden’s proposed $1.9T economic and COVID stimulus package has already 
resulted in rising Treasury yields. For the near term, we anticipate a warming US economy in which 
Value, Small Cap and High Volatility continue to outperform Growth sub-factors, with the possible 
exception of Forecast Growth. The risk to US equities is the return of inflation and upward trending 
interest rates – a scenario not seen in over a decade. 
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European Equities  
Although Europe’s markets had a small net loss for the month, they posted a larger difference 
between Value sub-factors and Growth sub-factors than did the US, as shown in Figure 3 below. 
Forecast Growth in Europe, like in the US, is the best performing of the Growth sub-factors, 
consistent with the notion that equity markets efficiently reflect available information and prices 
reflect forward-looking expectations.  

 
Figure 3: January 2021 European Factor Performance on a country and sector adjusted basis. Source: Style Analytics. 

Our research on factor performance following US Presidential Elections showed that European 
markets also tend to favor Value, Small Cap and High Volatility – January showed outperformance 
for Value and Small Cap but High Volatility stocks were market-like. Historically, Growth joined the 
group of European outperformers, but that has not happened this time – neither in December 2020 
nor in January 2021.  

As we pointed out in our Q4 2020 Factor Performance Analysis, we do not expect Momentum stocks 
to do well, especially based on the Short Term Momentum sub-factor, until/unless an 
outperformance trend develops among factor groups to replace the old theme of Growth up/Value 
down that dissipated in the Autumn.   
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Emerging Markets Equities  

Emerging Markets (EM) continued the month-by-month back-and-forth factor performance ride. 
Each month of the past quarter, Emerging Markets flipped-flopped in many of the Factor groups but 
sub-factors within a group tended to all perform similarly. This month, we see all factor groups 
(except Value) posting mixed results between sub-factors, reminding us that sub-factors matter. 

 
Figure 4: January 2021 Emerging Markets Factor performance, country and sector adjusted. Source: Style Analytics. 

Curiously, EM factor performance for January is a near mirror-image of the Developed Markets we’ve 
looked at above: here, Value, Small Cap and High Volatility all underperformed while other factors 
were market-like (Growth) or outperformed.  

Among Quality sub-factors, the stability measures underperformed while more variable measures – 
ROE, Profit Margin and Debt-to-Equity – all posted outperformance for the first time since October. 
Unlike stocks in almost all other regions, Large Cap stocks outperformed Small Cap stocks in EM. 
Volatility measures also performed opposite to developed markets, with historical measures 
underperforming and Market Beta the only outperformer. Short-term Momentum underperformed 
(there were no trends in Emerging Markets for the past several month), but longer term and 
forecasted Momentum did quite well.  
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China – Foreign and A-Share Markets 

Like Emerging Markets above, Chinese stocks did not follow the otherwise global pattern of Value, 
Small Cap and High Volatility besting Growth/Quality/Momentum. We divide the Chinese equity 
landscape into two buckets: Chinese A-Shares, which are largely only available to domestic investors 
(some select foreign entities are permitted to trade these stocks with restrictions) and All Foreign 
Shares which includes shares traded in Shanghai, Hong Kong, US, UK and other foreign markets. 
These are usually denominated in the currency of the exchange.  

 
Figure 5: January 2021 Chinese Equity Factor performance, country and sector adjusted. Source: Style Analytics. 

Both Chinese equity categories saw Value stocks and Small Cap stocks down (the graph shows Large 
Cap up) in January and Momentum stocks up. The fact that A-shares Short Term Momentum is up is 
indicative that the same types of stocks have moved upward: in other words, this month’s 
outperformers are largely the same stocks that outperformed recently.  

The Chinese foreign shares had mixed performance for Growth and Quality sub-factors while the 
domestic A-shares showed strong outperformance for both of those Factor groups. Volatility also 
shows a big difference between the two Chinese markets: foreign shares with high volatility did well, 
especially as measured by market beta, while high-volatility A-shared underperformed.  

Several market analysts look at China as a COVID-leading indicator of what’s likely in store for Western 
markets. We don’t agree - China is a unique investment environment that should be viewed separate 
from other markets and not as a harbinger. Each country’s own economy, employment and monetary 
policy will impact how their markets fare as we come out of the COVID pandemic. Our Factor and 
sub-factor analysis supports this view.   
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Australia 

Australian equity markets, through their summer month of January, resembled the US and European 
markets with Value up and Growth largely down (except for that most forward-looking sub-factor, 
Forecast Growth). But the similarity ends there as neither Small Cap nor High Volatility stocks did 
particularly well in Australia, except for those with high market beta.  

 
Figure 6: January 2021 Australian Market Factor performance, country and sector adjusted. Source: Style Analytics. 

Quality stocks fell in Australia, and Momentum was rather mixed as there were no long-lasting trends 
to take advantage of. This is a very different picture from 2020 when Australia most resembled the 
US and Europe with strong outperformance by High Volatility and even Momentum stocks.  

In 2020, Growth stocks modestly outperformed the market and Value stocks only somewhat 
underperformed (except as measured by Book-to-Price, which underperformed by almost 400 bps). 
January was indeed a significant reversal from the overall Australian factor performance in 2020. 
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Summary 

World markets cooled off in January, with subdued returns compared to 2020 and with factor profiles 
that largely reversed the overall trend. January 2021 started off with these characteristics: 

• The global stock factor story is one of Growth and Quality suffering with Small Caps and High 
Volatility doing modestly well. Value and Momentum were mixed. But the factor story is very 
different for the world’s different regions. 

• The US continued the theme of Value, Small Cap and High Volatility beating other factor 
groups, especially Growth and Quality.  

• European markets behaved similarly with stronger Value performance and weaker High 
Volatility performance. 

• Emerging Markets reversed that trend with Value underperforming and strong Quality 
performance but muddled Growth and Volatility. 

• China is even more of a global outlier whose factor profile much more closely resembles 
2020 than any other region. 

• Australia’s factor profile more closely resembled the US and European markets’ except that 
Small Cap and High Volatility didn’t outperform like they did in the Northern Hemisphere.  

 

 
 
 
 

Appendix: How to read the charts 

Each factor’s performance is based on the relative performance of the top 50% (by market cap) of 
that specific factor compared to the overall market (the sole exception is the size factor which uses 
the top 70%). For example, for the first factor, book-to-price, we determine the period’s performance 
of the basket of stocks with the highest book-to-price values relative to the total market. 

Each factor is analyzed independently, and market and fundamental data are adjusted so that sector-
average (within each country) relative data is used and the performance measurement isolates the 
factor’s contribution to return. In Figure 2, worldwide stocks with a high book-to-price (i.e. high value 
stocks as measured by book-to-price) outperformed the broad global market by just 10 bps on a 
country and sector adjusted basis.  
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